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ABSTRACT
A sizable body of work has identified the importance of architecture
and application level security when using logic locking, a family of
module level supply chain security techniques, to secure processor
ICs. However, prior logic locking research proposes configuring
logic locking using only module level considerations. To begin our
work, we perform a systematic design space exploration of logic
locking in modules throughout a processor IC. This exploration
shows that locking with only module level considerations cannot
guarantee architecture/application level security, regardless of the
locking technique used. To remedy this, we propose a tool-driven
security-aware approach to enhance the 2 most effective candidate
locking locations, on-chip memory and data path. We show that
through minor design modifications of the on-chip memory and
data path architecture, one can exponentially improve the architecture/application level security of prior locking art with only a
modest design overhead. Underlying our design space exploration
and security-aware design approach is ObfusGEM, an open-source
logic locking simulation framework released with this work to quantitatively evaluate the architectural effectiveness of logic locking in
custom processor architecture configurations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Processors and memory
architectures; • Security and privacy → Hardware security implementation; Embedded systems security.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The increasing cost of integrated circuit (IC) fabrication has driven
chip design companies to adopt a fabless model. Fabless companies
export their IC fabrication supply chain to an unaffiliated third
party, known as an untrusted foundry. By doing so, they assume
significant risk as untrusted foundries can pirate, counterfeit, or
overproduce ICs [5, 28].
To mitigate these risks, researchers developed logic locking, a
family of module level hardware security techniques that render IC
functionality dependent on a secret key [9, 12, 17, 18, 20, 21, 24–26,
34, 36, 38, 39, 44, 45]. Without the correct secret key, logic locking
deterministically injects multi-bit errors at the output of any locked
module. Given a sufficient error injection rate (i.e. the number of
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inputs that produce corrupt output compared to the size of the input
space), a locked IC becomes unusable. Therefore, by withholding
the key from unauthorized users (e.g. an untrusted foundry), logic
locking can prevent unauthorized IC use. Fundamentally, the goal
of logic locking is two-fold: 1) Error Severity: injecting sufficient
error to render an IC unusable for any wrong key and 2) Attack
Resilience: resisting attacks against it.
Despite logic locking being proposed and implemented as a
module level locking technique, it cannot be evaluated at this level.
This is the case because to ensure error severity, the first goal of logic
locking, module level error injection alone is insufficient. For error
severity, module level error must critically impact the application
being run on an IC. Therefore, any effective locking technique must
induce sufficient module level error to thwart application level IC
functionality. This has been noted by a substantial body of logic
locking research which argues that locking cannot achieve security
without considering an IC’s unique architecture [6, 12, 15, 16, 23,
45]. However, despite the wide array of research which recognizes
the importance of architectural considerations, there has been no
systematic evaluation of locking or proposed design approach to
achieve security at this level.
This motivates our work. The community has clearly shown that
achieving security with logic locking is necessarily an architectural
problem. Therefore, it is clear that architectural design decisions
will impact the security of logic locking. In this work, we aim to
both explore and quantify the ramifications of logic locking at this
level. To do so, we narrow our focus to processor design obfuscation,
one of the most commonly proposed obfuscation targets [6, 8, 12,
23, 40, 41, 45]. Based on a design space exploration of 2 processor
ICs, we show that logic locking is severely limited when viewed at
this level. As a result, we explore the possibility of a security-aware
architecture design approach to enhance logic locking techniques.
To this end, we direct our attention to the most commonly proposed
candidate modules for logic locking: 1) the on-chip memory, such
as cache controllers [6] or SRAM memory [45], and 2) the data path,
such as ALUs [12] or alternative compute units [15, 23]. Within
these candidate locations, we propose and evaluate a quantitative,
tool-driven design approach for both on-chip memory and data
path architectures to achieve strong, application level supply chain
security guarantees with logic locking.

1.1

Contributions

In this work, we present a first-of-its-kind quantitative design space
exploration of logic locking at the application level using an x86 and
ARM A53 processor. We show that cutting edge locking techniques
are incapable of simultaneously achieving both error severity and
attack resilience in either of these ICs when applied blindly at the
module level (as is done in prior work [9, 17, 18, 20, 21, 25, 26, 34, 36,
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38, 39]). To overcome these limitations, we explore a security-aware
approach to design the on-chip memory or data path architecture of
processor ICs. To evaluate this approach, we redesign components
of both the on-chip memory and data path of our evaluated x86 and
ARM A53 core. Each security-aware redesign is shown to enable
existing locking techniques to achieve exponentially stronger error
severity/attack resilience guarantees. Hence, with our securityaware design approach, a designer can construct memory and data
path architectures capable of amplifying the application level supply
chain security of existing logic locking art.
Underlying this work is a unique quantitative view of application level supply chain security that is absent from prior work. To
provide this, we have developed ObfusGEM, a comprehensive logic
locking simulation framework based on the GEM5 simulator [3].
Alongside this work, we have released ObfusGEM (available at:
“https://github.com/mzuzak/ObfusGEM”) as an open-source tool to
not only enable our tool-driven security-aware on-chip memory
and data path design approach, but also to aide in both the design
and evaluation of logic locking techniques within these components
at the application level. Our contributions are as follows:
(1) We show that logic locking cannot secure processors when
applied blindly at the module level, regardless of configuration, through a design space exploration of an x86 and ARM
A53 core.
(2) We propose a quantitative, security-aware design approach
for processor on-chip memory and data path components
capable of exponentially enhancing the application level
supply chain security of a logic locked processor.
(3) Using our security-aware design approach, we demonstrate a
variety of security-aware on-chip memory architectures that
allow our x86 and ARM A53 core to achieve strong supply
chain security with only a modest increase in overhead.
(4) We release ObfusGEM, an open-source logic locking simulation framework which quantitatively evaluates the application level security of logic locked processors. ObfusGEM is
used to both design and evaluate the secure on-chip memory
and data path architectures in our testbed ICs.

2 PRELIMINARIES AND PRIOR WORK
2.1 Logic Locking
Logic locking is a diverse family of combinational hardware security techniques aimed at preventing unauthorized IC use, such
as piracy, counterfeiting, overproduction, and reverse engineering, by untrusted elements in an IC’s fabrication supply chain
[9, 12, 17, 18, 20, 21, 24–26, 34, 36, 38, 39, 44, 45]. It is characterized
by the introduction of accessory logic into modules within an IC.
This accessory logic is driven by both internal logic signals and an
added set of primary inputs, known as key inputs, which are driven
by a tamper-proof memory included in the design. Following fabrication, this tamper-proof memory is loaded with a user-defined
value known as the secret key of the logic locking construction.
Through this construction, the functionality of a locked module
becomes dependent on this secret key. This means that an IC will
exhibit incorrect functionality (i.e. deterministic multi-bit error
injections) whenever some key other than the correct secret key
is applied. By sufficiently corrupting IC functionality, a locked IC

becomes unusable. Hence, by withholding the secret key from any
unauthorized user, logic locking will render the IC unusable for
these entities, thereby restricting unauthorized use. In order to be
successful, logic locking must achieve 2 primary goals: 1) Error
Severity: injecting sufficient error to render an IC unusable for any
wrong key and 2) Attack Resilience: resisting attacks against it.
Error severity is generally related to the wrong key error rate of the
logic locking construction, defined as the average number of inputs
that produce errant outputs for a wrong key compared to the total
possible input combinations. Attack resilience is usually defined
as the time or number of attack iterations required to recover the
secret key for a given locking construction. A generic example of a
logic locked module is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Configuration of a logic locked module.

2.2

State-of-the-Art Logic Locking Techniques

Initially, proposed logic locking techniques aimed to maximize error rate at the output of wrongly keyed modules [17, 21, 38]. Doing
so ensured strong error severity guarantees. However, a Boolean
satisfiability attack against logic locking, known as a SAT attack,
was proposed to quickly unlock this early art [33]. The introduction
of the SAT attack prompted the development of SAT resilient locking techniques [34, 36]. Both of these techniques achieved provable
SAT attack resilience by carefully limiting the error injection rate of
their locking constructions. Essentially, [34, 36] were the first techniques to sacrifice error severity to improve attack resilience. This
trade-off is an underlying theme of recent logic locking research.
Currently, there exists a diverse array of state-of-the-art logic
locking techniques [9, 12, 18, 20, 24–26, 39, 44, 45]. While these
techniques differ in their specific constructions, they each place
error severity and attack resilience into direct contention. Among
these proposed techniques, SFLL [24, 25, 39] and SAS [12] define
uniquely tunable constructions which enable locking configurations with any desired wrong key error rate. This tunability led the
authors to provably quantify a direct, inverse relationship between
the wrong key error rate (error severity) of their locking constructions and the SAT attack iterations necessary to unlock them (attack
resilience). Later work generalized these derived trade-offs to apply
to any combinational locking construction [12, 42–44]. We emphasize the importance of this trade-off for secure locking design. To
achieve security, a designer must balance error severity and
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attack resilience, ensuring that both are achieved regardless
of locking construction.

2.3

Architectural Security of Logic Locking

Logic locking is implemented with gate level locking structures that
inject error at the module level. To ensure error severity, module
level error injection alone is insufficient. For error severity, module
level error must critically impact the application being run on an IC.
Therefore, any effective locking technique must induce sufficient
module level error to thwart architecture level IC functionality.
A substantial body of prior work on logic locking has highlighted
the importance of these architectural considerations to secure ICs
[6, 12, 15, 16, 23, 45]. However, despite the wide array of research
that recognizes the importance of IC architecture for supply chain
security, there has been no systematic evaluation of logic locking
or design approach to achieve security at this level. For example,
the work in [23] secures a large, multi-million gate chip with a
focus on system-level impact, however, it performs only qualitative
analysis to do so. Alternatively, [15, 16] merely recognize the need
for architectural considerations, but do not delve into the specifics of
locking at this level. On the other hand, [6, 12, 45] provide a limited
evaluation of their proposed techniques in a specific architecture,
but do not provide any methods to design or verify architecturally
secure locking configurations. Therefore, while these works provide
substantial evidence that architectural potency is necessary, they
fall short of providing a quantitative understanding of architectural
security or a method to reliably achieve it.
Throughout these works exploring the architectural efficacy of
logic locking [6, 12, 15, 23, 40, 41, 45], 2 primary areas of processor
architecture have been suggested as strong candidates for effective
locking. These components are 1) on-chip memory, such as cache
controllers [6] or SRAM memory [45], and 2) data path components,
such as ALUs [12] or alternative compute units [15, 23]. We begin
our work with a quantitative exploration of these candidate components. Following this, we propose and evaluate an architectural
design approach for on-chip memory and data path components to
amplify the supply chain security achievable by logic locking.

2.4

(1) A locked combinational netlist of an IC, which can be obtained by reverse engineering provided GDSII files.
(2) A correctly-keyed, black-box oracle IC. This can be obtained
through either IC testing facilities or the open market. The
attacker can query this oracle IC with an input to determine
the correct corresponding output.
The goal of the attacker (e.g. an untrusted foundry) is to create
an IC sufficient for sale or IP piracy. Because ICs are designed to
run a set of specific applications, any successful defense strategy
must ensure critical failures in these workloads for wrong keys.
Therefore, the attacker’s goal is to obtain an IC capable of running
these specific applications. In this work, we quantify this with
application failure rate and mean time to failure. A higher failure
rate or shorter time to failure indicates more secure locking.

3

OBFUSGEM SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

We begin by introducing the ObfusGEM Simulation Framework1
that we have developed for this work. ObfusGEM is an open-source
tool-set which allows users to apply logic locking techniques to
custom processor netlists, attack them with cutting edge attack
methodologies, and then simulate custom workloads on the resulting ICs in a precise, cycle-accurate fashion. By observing any
locking induced workload failures in these ICs, the application level
security of logic locking can be quantified. Therefore, ObfusGEM
enables the quantitative exploration of logic locking at the application level. As noted in Section 2.3, a significant body of research has
identified the importance of architecture/application level considerations for logic locking. ObfusGEM serves as the first systematic
way to explore these considerations, regardless of locking technique.
Throughout this work, we will utilize the ObfusGEM framework to
enable us to both design and evaluate secure on-chip memory and
data path architectures.

3.1

ObfusGEM Supported Attacker Models

ObfusGEM is attacker model agnostic. This allows the user to evaluate any attacker model they consider realistic. Also, because ObfusGEM operates on real netlists of locked ICs, it can utilize any
attack methodology or locking approach without modification.

Attacker Model

In this work, we consider a SAT-capable adversary, common in
recent research [9, 12, 18, 20, 24–26, 34, 36, 39, 44, 45], who takes
some strategy using:

1 An open-source copy of the ObfusGEM Simulation Framework can be found at:
“https://github.com/mzuzak/ObfusGEM”.
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3.2

Overview of the ObfusGEM Framework

To introduce ObfusGEM, we start with a brief overview. A block
diagram of the process to quantify locking at the application level
is in Figure 2. We discuss each step below.
(1) A netlist is selected and logic locked. Any number or combination of modules can be locked within an IC.
(2) Any attack (SAT/SMT [1, 33], structural [32, 35], removal
[37], etc.) can be applied to the IC to locate a key. We note
that a real netlist is used so any proposed attack can be
applied without modification. This allows the effectiveness
of specific attacks against logic locking to be quantified at
the application level.
(3) The attacker’s key is applied to each locked module and a
fault analysis locates any corrupted input minterms within
any locked module. This essentially creates a truth table
defining the functionality of each locked module.
(4) The on-chip memory/processor architecture, intended IC
workloads, locking configuration, and any corrupted minterms
for each module are specified in configuration files.
(5) The ObfusGEM simulator, described in Section 3.3, uses these
configuration files to perform cycle-accurate simulations of
a locked and an unlocked oracle processor running specified
workloads. By tracking the divergence of these cores, the
effects of locking are measured.
(6) Steps 2-5 are repeated in a Monte Carlo fashion, randomizing parameters including the simulated application, applied
locking key, or adversarial attack methodology.
By aggregating the results of many Monte Carlo simulations,
the application failure rate and the mean time to failure can be
calculated for a locked processor. Additionally, because ObfusGEM
is based on the GEM5 simulator [3], performance and power analysis details can also be obtained for the locked IC. Given sufficient
Monte Carlo trials, these data points quantify the usability and overhead of a locked processor after attacked by an untrusted foundry.
Because the attacker’s goal is to produce an IC sufficient for open
market sale or piracy, the more usable an IC, the more successful
the attacker. Therefore, the data produced by ObfusGEM directly
quantifies the architectural effectiveness of logic locking. We use
ObfusGEM for the remainder of this work, first to systematically
explore the logic locking design space for both on-chip memory and
data path locking and then to enable the tool-driven security-aware
design approach that we introduce for on-chip memory and data
path design in Section 6.

3.3

Simulator Overview

Now, we discuss the simulator block of the ObfusGEM framework,
displayed as step 5 of Figure 2. To construct this simulator, we
relied upon stochastic fault injection research by the error resilience
community [11, 13]. Building upon the outline laid out in [13], we
implemented our own custom fault injection simulator with one
critical difference: faults injected by logic locking are deterministic,
not stochastic in nature. This means that locked primary inputs
must always inject error when applied as input to a locked module.
This mitigates the impact of error detection and many other error
recovery procedures relied upon in the error resilience community.

Specifically, we perform application level simulations of a locked
and an unlocked instance of an identical processor in GEM5 [3]. In
the locked simulation instance, corrupted module output (located
via a fault analysis of the locked netlist) are mapped to a deterministic error state. As errors are injected, their severity is classified by
comparing the processor state of the locked and unlocked GEM5
simulation over a variable number of clock cycles. A divergence
of the locked from the unlocked core which is not corrected or
rendered latent in the variable clock cycle window is classified as
an unrecoverable/critical application error. If the locked processor returns to a state exhibited by the unlocked processor at any
point after the fault injection, we re-synchronize each processor
trace (to reset the variable timing window and enable new faults
to be analyzed) and consider the fault to be masked and therefore
architecturally irrelevant.

3.4

Relationship to Prior Art

The concept of error resilience simulation is not new. It has been
heavily studied by the research community, primarily focusing on
either radiation-induced soft errors or manufacturing defect related
errors. To facilitate soft error research, a series of error resilience
simulators have been developed [7, 14]. While the ObfusGEM simulator relies heavily on the lessons learned by these tools, they are
not interchangeable. This is due to the difference between the probabilistic, on-chip memory errors caused by cosmic rays which are
modeled by soft error simulators and the deterministic, gate level
errors caused by logic locking which are modeled by ObfusGEM.
To effectively model soft errors, these simulators “fast-forward”
through a random number of processor clock cycles, maintaining
only the overall processor state. In the extremely unlikely probability of an error, the processor execution is halted, a small number of
bit-flips are injected into on-chip memory, and a detailed simulation
mode proceeds until the impact of the injected error is determined.
As described in Section 3.3, the functionality of ObfusGEM differs significantly. Because the errors injected by ObfusGEM are
deterministic, rather than probabilistic, we are unable to use a
“fast-forward” mode. Deterministic error injection requires that the
current state of each module is maintained at all times and compared to any corrupted I/O during each clock cycle. Prior simulators
lack the detailed tracking and comparison mechanisms necessary
for deterministic error injection. Additionally, even if comparison
logic was added, the detailed simulation mode would be necessary
at all times. This would yield prohibitively slow performance.
Alternatively, there exists fault simulators focused on modeling
errors related to manufacturing defects or degradation [4, 19]. While
these simulators do explore deterministic error injections, they
rely on quite detailed netlist modeling to do so. In general, fault
simulators utilize full-scale Verilog simulations of the IC under test.
These detailed models make the simulation of operating systems or
workloads, as is necessary for logic locking research, prohibitively
slow. ObfusGEM, while based on a netlist representation, simulates
only a functional model of the IC using GEM5. This not only reduces
execution time, but also enables the user to easily model and modify
IC architectures. By leveraging the customizability of the GEM5
simulator in ObfusGEM, one can easily explore the effect of on-chip
memory design on supply chain security as is done in Section 6.
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4

EXPLORING THE DESIGN SPACE OF
PROCESSOR DESIGN OBFUSCATION

We continue by using ObfusGEM to perform a quantitative design
space exploration of logic locking at the application level. To do so,
we will model SFLL-Fault [24, 25, 39], as it is the most prevalent
locking technique which remains unbroken2 . As later discussed
in Section 4.3, despite using SFLL-Fault for this exploration, our
results are applicable not just to SFLL-Fault, but general to all logic
locking, regardless of technique. Therefore, this experiment serves
as an exploration of all combinational logic locking.
Specifically, we will incorporate a variety of locking configurations which sweep over the error injection rate of locking and
quantify the corresponding architectural effectiveness (error severity) of each locking construction. As noted in Section 1, SAT attack
resilience (attack resilience) is inversely related to the error injection
rate of locking. Therefore, we can calculate the corresponding SAT
resilience of each locking configuration based on error injection
rate using results from [12, 42–44]. We note that this relationship
between error injection rate and SAT attack resilience exists underlying all logic locking techniques, not just SFLL-Fault. Therefore,
this experiment aims to identify locking configurations capable of
inducing critical application failures (error severity) while maintaining SAT attack resilience within our processor testbeds. In other
words, this experiment identifies secure locking constructions at
the application level.

4.1

Experimental Methodology

4.1.1 Testbed Processors: An x86 (out-of-order, embedded core)
and an ARM A53 processor were used. Note that due to the proprietary nature of both of these cores, we were forced to use software,
rather than hardware, models. These models were functional representations developed within the GEM5 simulator. However, all
methods and data presented could be performed equivalently on a
hardware model of the core.
4.1.2 Locking Configuration: SFLL-Fault[25] based locking configurations sweeping over error injection rate were applied to each
processor. To do so, SFLL-Fault was configured to lock a single, randomly selected input cube of varying length. By scaling the length
of the locked input cube, a varying number of minterms could be
corrupted, thereby scaling the error injection rate. Each of the 14
modules (see Figure 3) were locked and evaluated independently
(i.e. one at a time). Note that the candidate locked modules were
selected from 3 categories: 1) on-chip memory, 2) data path, and
3) control path. As we have noted before, on-chip memory [6, 45]
and data path locking [12, 15, 23] have been the most commonly
suggested locking candidates in prior literature. Therefore, we focused our attention on modules within the on-chip memory and
data path.
4.1.3 Feasibility of Locking Configuration: We note that this locking configuration is consistent with state-of-the-art logic locking
research. We make several observations regarding this:
2 Several

works have shown that structural traces unique to SFLL can be exploited to
recover the secret key [32, 35]. While these approaches have not successfully unlocked
SFLL-Fault, they have unlocked earlier SFLL-based techniques, such as SFLL-HD,
indicating some limitations of the SFLL family.

(1) Recent work on architectural locking considers locking only
a single module which contains the critical IP to be protected
[6, 23, 25, 26, 39]. This is consistent with our decision to
independently lock each module.
(2) Cutting edge locking, such as [6, 23, 25, 26, 34, 36, 39, 44],
propose constructions which distribute error throughout
a locked module’s input space. This is consistent with our
random cube selection approach. By doing so, we both maximize the SAT attack resilience of the locking construction
and prevent cryptographic information leakage in the case
that an adversary has knowledge of a module’s input space
(e.g. knowledge of “protected input cubes” for SFLL allows an
adversary to recover the secret key in linear time [39]).
(3) Cutting edge techniques, such as [23, 24, 34, 36, 39], propose
integrating their low error locking constructions alongside
a high error locking technique, such as [38]. Taking this socalled “compound” approach allows a designer to achieve
both high error severity and SAT attack resilience simultaneously. However, recent research has shown that high error
locking techniques in compound locking constructions can
be easily removed, leaving only low error locking within the
module [27, 29–31]. This is consistent with our choice not
to pair SFLL-Fault with a high error locking technique, as it
could be easily removed.
4.1.4 ObfusGEM Configuration: Using the ObfusGEM simulator,
120 Monte Carlo simulations were performed for each locking
configuration in each processor. A locking configuration consists
of a locking location and an associated error injection rate (e.g.
the x86 core adder locked by an SFLL-Fault configuration with an
error rate of 0.01%). For each Monte Carlo iteration, a wrong key
was randomly selected and 1 of 3 benchmarks from the PARSEC
benchmark suite3 [2] were simulated on the core. Because the error
rate of SFLL-Fault is uniformly distributed across all wrong keys
(i.e. each wrong key has the same error rate), each random key
selection produces a locking configuration with an identical error
rate and different locking-corrupted minterms. Note that this is the
weakest possible attacker. The attacker randomly selects a key with
no attempt to minimize the error injection rate or intuit the correct
key. In total, this makes 50,400 Monte Carlo trials4 .
4.1.5 Monte Carlo Simulation Count: We selected the number of
Monte Carlo trials performed for each locking configuration empirically. To do so, we performed 1,500 Monte Carlo trials for 4
error rates (2−10 , 2−9 , 2−8 , 2−7 ) applied to 4 locking locations (FPU
Adder, Multiplier, L1 D-Cache Controller, Decoder) respectively. We
considered the application failure rate after 1,500 iterations to be
the true application failure rate of each locking construction. Based
on this, we located the number of Monte Carlo trials in which each
locking configuration converged to an error rate within ±5% of the
true application failure rate. This was 120 Monte Carlo trials per
configuration.
3 PARSEC benchmarks [2] are designed to be a cross-section of common processor
workloads, therefore, they serve as a good measurement of a locked processor’s ability
to do useful work at the application level.
4 50,400 total trials = 2 ICs * 14 locking locations * 15 SFLL-Fault error rates * 120 Monte
Carlo trials
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Figure 3: ObfusGEM results quantifying the application level security of locking in an x86 and ARM A53 core.

4.2

Quantifying SAT Attack Resilience

The work in [12, 42–44] defines an inverse mathematical relationship between the error injection rate of logic locking and the average number of SAT iterations necessary to unlock it. However, to be
successful, a SAT attack must locate the correct key in a reasonable
time. Because SAT attack runtime is both netlist and attack formulation dependent, the expected number of SAT attack iterations
alone does not provide sufficient context to accurately characterize
SAT susceptibility. Fortunately, the results presented in the work
on SFLL-Fault [25, 39] provide a strong intuition for SAT runtime.
Yasin et al. provided an empirical analysis of SAT attack effectiveness against varying error rate SFLL constructions in a series
of benchmark circuits. For their experiment, they incrementally
lowered the error injection rate of SFLL and evaluated the corresponding SAT attack runtime. The lowest error injection rate SFLL
configuration which could be successfully SAT attacked within 48
hours required 214 SAT iterations. Therefore, we define any locking
configuration unlocked in ≤ 214 iterations as SAT susceptible.

4.3

Analysis of Design Space Exploration

We have aggregated the results of the experiment described in
Section 4.1 in Figure 3. Within the figure, the region constituting
SAT susceptible locking configurations have been shaded in red for
clarity. Fundamentally, the goal of our design space exploration was
to locate an architecturally secure locking configuration, defined
as a locking configuration which simultaneously 1) induces critical application failures for any wrong key (error severity) and 2)
maintains SAT attack resilience. In the figure, the first goal of logic
locking (error severity) is quantified by the PARSEC benchmark
failure rate. If a locking configuration with a given error rate induces a high failure rate for PARSEC benchmarks, the configuration
has successfully derailed application functionality. The second goal
of logic locking (maintaining SAT resilience) is quantified by the
red-shaded SAT susceptible region. If a given error rate locking configuration resides outside of this region, it is deemed SAT resilient.

Therefore, based on our results, there does not exist an SFLL-Fault
configuration capable of simultaneously achieving both goals.
While each netlist was only locked with SFLL-Fault, this same
trade-off between error severity and SAT resilience exists underlying every locking technique [12, 42–44]. Therefore, because all
logic locking techniques restrict unauthorized use with the same
fundamental functionality, namely deterministically corrupting the
output corresponding to some portion of the input space, these
results can be generalized to logic locking as a whole. Any alternative logic locking technique configured with a given, randomly
distributed error injection rate can be expected to achieve a similar error severity to that of SFLL-Fault. Additionally, given the
generalized nature of the results derived in [12, 42–44], this error severity can be expected to correspond to a similar number of
SAT attack iterations necessary to unlock the locking construction,
hence a similar SAT attack resilience. Therefore, the results of this
design space exploration are not a limited example in which only
SFLL-Fault was insecure when viewed at the application level, but a
demonstration of the underlying limitations of logic locking when
viewed at the application level.
This result is quite alarming. Fundamentally, it indicates that
state-of-the-art locking applied without application level considerations (as proposed by most cutting edge art [9, 17, 18,
20, 21, 25, 26, 34, 36, 38, 39]) is inadequate to thwart an untrusted foundry attacker, regardless of locking location or
configuration. To further exacerbate this result, we note that
the weakest possible attacker model was utilized. The untrusted
foundry simply selected a random wrong key with no attempt to
apply cutting edge attacks or to minimize error within the locked
IC. Even given this extremely weak attacker model, state-of-theart logic locking was unable to achieve application level security
within either IC, constituting a massive security risk.
Finally, we note that while no locking configuration was capable
of achieving both error severity and attack resilience, the most
successful locking locations resided in the on-chip memory (L1/L2
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Inputs Between
±4096
Input Likelihood (%)

cache controller, memory controller) and the data path (adder, FPU
adder) of each processor. This is rather unsurprising given the
emphasis placed on on-chip memory [6, 45] and data path [12, 15,
23] locking in prior work. Therefore, based on these results, we
narrow our focus to the on-chip memory and data path of the
processor. With this focus, we aim to identify the reasons limiting
the effectiveness of logic locking in these modules. Based on these
limiting factors, we attempt to identify design decisions that can be
made to amplify the supply chain security of on-chip memory and
processor data path components. Ultimately, we hope to provide a
quantitative, tool-driven approach for secure on-chip memory and
data path design by leveraging ObfusGEM tooling.
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Figure 4: X86 core adder input utilization for Blackscholes.

5

FACTORS LIMITING SECURITY

As we move towards mitigating the identified security risks through
secure on-chip memory and data path design, we first must understand the underlying causes. Based on our experiments, 2 primary factors limit the architectural effectiveness of locking, namely
1) module input space non-uniformity and 2) processor error resilience. We discuss each in turn.

5.1

Factors Limiting the Efficacy of Locking

5.1.1 Input Space Non-Uniformity: Within a processor, inputs to
each module are generally heavily skewed towards a small subset
of the input-space. This is due to the tendency of processors to
repeatedly access the same set of data and resources, a heavily studied phenomenon referred to as the principle of locality. Additionally,
because data and resource utilization is dictated by the application being run on a processor, the input-space of each module is
not only skewed, but also application-specific. This means that
locking applied independently of IC architecture/application (as is
generally proposed) cannot account for the architecture/applicationdependent input space of a module. Finally, as we have noted, the
portion of the input space that is corrupted by logic locking must be
limited to ensure SAT resilience [12, 42–44]. Therefore, it is unlikely
that any of the tiny set of application-agnostic inputs corrupted by
logic locking will ever actually occur within the skewed, applicationdependent set of inputs applied to the locked module. This makes
the likelihood of locking induced errors negligible, greatly limiting
the efficacy of locking configured independently of IC architecture.
To empirically support the above claim, we have used ObfusGEM
to characterize the input-space of an adder within our x86 core
running 9 benchmarks from the PARSEC benchmark suite. Several
observations from this experiment are below.
(1) Workloads used 10−34 % to 10−31 % of the input space.
(2) A histogram of input utilization for the Blackscholes benchmark is in Figure 4. This input-space is skewed between
±4096, with > 95% of inputs in this range.
(3) Only ∼13,000 inputs are shared between each workload.
These results support the claim that a small/skewed subset of
a module’s input space is used by the application. Additionally,
the relatively small input overlap between benchmarks indicates
that a module’s input-space is quite application-dependent as well.
Finally, we reiterate that to achieve SAT resilience, the number
input minterms corrupted by locking must be severely limited. By
combining these results with the 10−34 % to 10−31 % input space

utilization identified empirically, we confirm that the probability of
a corrupted minterm actually being applied to a locked module is
indeed nearly negligible. Therefore, effective locking must account
for both IC architecture and the applications being run on an IC to
achieve security.
5.1.2 Processor Error Resilience: Substantial computer architecture
research has shown that many ICs, especially processors, mask
an overwhelming majority of module level errors when viewed
architecturally [13, 22]. For example, the work in [22] showed that
over 97% of random, radiation-induced soft errors vanished within
a tested IBM POWER6 core. On top of the architectural error resilience of ICs, most common applications have been shown to be
error resilient as well [7, 11]. For example, common media and AI
benchmarks mask as much as 46% of module level errors injected
when considering application output [11]. This means that even
when logic locking induced errors occur, there still exists a sizable
probability that this error will be simply masked and rendered
architecturally irrelevant. Therefore, in addition to ensuring module level error is injected, effective locking must also ensure that
injected error will derail IC functionality.

6

SECURITY-AWARE ARCHITECTURE
DESIGN APPROACH

As noted in Section 1, all logic locking art is forced into a trade-off
between error injection rate and SAT attack susceptibility [12, 42–
44]. The experimental results aggregated in Figure 3 show that logic
locking configurations with a wrong key error rate adequate for
architectural security (error severity) are inherently SAT susceptible.
On the other hand, each SAT resilient locking configuration was
unable to derail processor functionality. Because these bounds are
theoretically derived [12, 42–44], minor tweaks and redesigns of
similar art are unlikely to produce a viable solution. Therefore,
instead of altering the locking techniques, we must explore other
methods to improve the application level security of locking.
To this end, we look for ways to mitigate the factors limiting
application level security. Given that these identified factors exist
outside of the locked module itself, at the architecture level, we
look to an IC’s architecture to overcome the identified limitations.
We explore the possibility of so-called security-aware architecture
design to improve the security of logic locking, regardless of technique. Fundamentally, we are suggesting that architecture design
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decisions should consider not only traditional parameters (i.e. area,
delay, power, performance, etc.), but also supply chain security. To
this end, we propose and evaluate security-aware architecture design, a tool-driven approach, based upon the ObfusGEM simulator,
to identify and evaluate minor architecture design modifications
capable of improving the application level impact of locking. In particular, we look to the most effective locking candidates identified
in Figure 3, namely the on-chip memory and data path, to improve
supply chain security. For these components, we will attempt to
quantify the goals of a design approach that favors supply chain
security in these components. Then, we will apply this design approach to redesign candidate locking locations in each IC capable
of exponentially enhancing supply chain security.

6.1

• For cache controller locking, increasing cache associativity
increases both the length and diversity of cache tags (increases input diversity of locked module).
• For memory controller locking, utilizing a write through
(rather than write back) cache will increase write frequency,
increasing memory controller use (increase utilization). However, we note that this change has a large number of side
effects for an IC, likely making it unreasonable in practice.
• For functional unit (FU) locking, smart scheduler design can
either favor locked FUs or ensure that corrupted I/O pairs
are likely to be scheduled to locked FUs (increase utilization).
• The number of FUs (i.e. adder, FPU, etc.) can be increased
and locked with different locking configurations corrupting
different inputs (increases diversity of locked inputs).

Security-Aware Architecture Approach

To both demonstrate and evaluate a security-aware architecture design approach, we implement it in our x86 and ARM A53 processor
ICs. To this end, we proceed as follows.
(1) Identify Factors Limiting Logic Locking: Using the cycleaccurate, architectural data provided by ObfusGEM, we identify the factors limiting architectural security. This is highlighted in Section 5 for our tested ICs.
(2) Identify Candidate Design Modifications: Minor architectural design modifications for the on-chip memory and
data path that are capable of mitigating any limiting factors
must be identified. We perform this in Section 6.2 for our
x86 and ARM A53 core.
(3) Implement and Evaluate Security-Aware Changes: Using the quantitative, architectural lens provided by ObfusGEM, the efficacy of each identified change must be quantified and tuned, ensuring that sufficient application level
security guarantees are achieved within the IC. We perform
this in Section 6.3 for our tested ICs.
Fundamentally, this approach relies on the quantitative lens
provided by the ObfusGEM simulator to both identify and apply
these security-driven modifications. Throughout the remainder of
this work, we demonstrate how a security-focused approach to
on-chip memory and data path design can exponentially improve
security. This enables our previously insecure ICs to achieve strong
application level security guarantees with locking.

6.2

to the module, increasing the likelihood of a locking induced fault
injection. Many architectural decisions can achieve this:

Identifying Candidate Design Modifications

As shown in Section 5.1, the limitations of locking can be partially
attributed to 1) input space non-uniformity and 2) processor error
resilience. This means that any design decision which 1) increases
the number of uses of (i.e. utilization) or unique input minterms
applied to (i.e. diversity) a locked module or 2) amplifies the impact
of locking induced errors at the application level will enhance security. We continue by identifying a series of architectural changes
which achieve either of these security-focused design goals.
6.2.1 Increasing Locked Module Input Utilization/Diversity: When
input utilization/diversity is increased, a larger percentage of a
locked module’s input space is used. Increased input space utilization increases the likelihood that a locked minterm will be applied

6.2.2 Amplifying the Impact of Locking: By amplifying the impact
of locking induced errors, locking is more likely to overcome architecture/application error resilience. Many design choices can
achieve this, for example:
• Locking to ensure that unrecoverable faults are induced for
incorrect keys. Examples include locking the FPU to throw
a divide by 0 exception (fatal error), or locking the branch
predictor to force a branch to NULL (fatal security exception).
Therefore, when a wrong key is applied, any logic locking
induced fault injection will cause an error with a critical
application impact.
• Locking to ensure fault propagation. For example, locking
multiple cache controllers so that locking induced errors
in low level caches trigger block write-back to high level
caches/main memory. Increasing error propagation throughout memory reduces the odds of error masking.

6.3

Evaluating Security-Aware Design

Now that we have identified a series of security-aware design modifications for both on-chip memory and data path components,
we continue by implementing and evaluating these design decisions. To this end, we leveraged ObfusGEM to design and evaluate
security-aware modifications to our x86 and ARM A53 cores. As
shown in Section 4, cutting edge locking was unable to protect
either architecture. Therefore, for success, we must implement minor architectural design decisions within the on-chip memory and
data path that sufficiently improve the application level security
of incorporated logic locking art so that both error severity and
attack resilience can be achieved simultaneously. For this section,
we targeted several on-chip memory and data path modules and
developed security-aware architectures capable of amplifying supply chain security for each. The evaluation of each proposed design
proceeded as follows.
(1) The location under test was locked with configurations identical to those in Section 4.1 (i.e. the same randomly selected
input cube of varying length was locked). Therefore, for this
experiment, only the architecture of the IC was modified
compared to Section 4.1.
(2) Security-aware architecture modifications were applied.
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Figure 5: The effect of on-chip memory hierarchy redesign
on the security of L1 D-cache controller locking.

Figure 6: The effect of on-chip memory hierarchy redesign
on the supply chain security of L2 cache controller and
DRAM controller logic locking.

(3) ObfusGEM compared the application level effects of locking
within the modified and un-modified processor.

on-chip memory system. We have aggregated ObfusGEM simulation results quantifying the supply chain security achieved by
locking both the L2 cache controller and the DRAM controller in our
ARM A53 core with both pre-fetching and speculative execution
enabled in Figure 6.

6.4

Experiment 1: Security-Aware On-Chip
Memory Design

To evaluate the effectiveness of a security-aware design approach
for the on-chip memory of a processor, we chose to redesign the L1
D-cache. To this end, we selected the locking configuration implemented within the L1 cache controller of each processor in Section
4 as our candidate locking configuration. We then redesigned the
L1 D-cache of the IC to amplify supply chain security.
Specifically, we made 2 design decisions simultaneously. 1) The
associativity of the cache was increased. This increases the cache
tag length and the number of unique inputs applied to the cache
controller’s tag logic (input diversity). 2) The locking was designed
to map locked minterms to fatal errors at the output of the cache
controller. Both the x86 and ARM core were initially designed
with 2-way set associative L1 D-caches. For this experiment, we
increased the associativity of this cache to 8-way set associative.
Additionally, the locking configuration was modified to produce
an invalid tag whenever a locked input was applied to the cache
controller. Other than these changes, all other aspects of the on-chip
memory and locking configuration were fixed. ObfusGEM results
for this experiment are in Figure 5.
A similar approach can be taken to enhance locking within
higher level caches as well. To demonstrate this, we narrowed our
focus to solely the ARM A53 processor testbed. The cache and
DRAM control logic within this processor is more complex than
the selected x86 core, thereby allowing more design modifications
without significant redesign. For this experiment, we attempted to
redesign the on-chip memory hierarchy to amplify both L2 cache
controller locking and DRAM controller locking. To do so, we enabled hardware pre-fetching within both the L1 D-cache and L2
cache. By enabling pre-fetching, both the diversity and number of
minterms applied to both the cache controller and DRAM controller
can be increased. We also enabled speculative execution within the
core, enabling the processor to execute instructions based on conditional branch predictions. Once again, this modification both
increases the diversity and amount of traffic occurring within the

6.5

Experiment 2: Security-Aware Data Path
Design

To evaluate the effectiveness of a security-aware design approach
for the data path of a processor, we chose to redesign the floating
point unit. To this end, we selected the floating point adder locking
configuration from Section 4 as our candidate locking configuration.
We then redesigned the floating point unit of the IC to amplify the
achievable supply chain security.
To improve floating point adder locking, we explored 2 architectural approaches. 1) We increased the number of floating point
adder functional units (FUs) within the core. Each FU was then
independently locked for a separate, randomly chosen input cube.
2) We implemented a smart scheduler, a redesigned version of each
processor’s out-of-order scheduler which favors locked FUs (only if
that FU was available) for any operation on locked input minterms.
For both the x86 and ARM processor, only a single FPU adder was
included within the design. Therefore, for our evaluation, we increased the number of floating point adders to both 2 and 4 for both
cores. ObfusGEM results for both designs (alongside the baseline
from Section 4) are in Figure 7.
A similar approach can be applied to other data path modules as
well. To demonstrate this, we performed the same experiment on
the second best data path locking configuration, the integer adder.
To amplify supply chain security in this module, we increased
the number of integer adders in each core from 2 to 4. We then
locked each of these additional adder circuits independently for a
randomly chosen input cube. The ObfusGEM simulation results
quantifying the impact of this design change on the supply chain
security achieved by integer adder locking is included in Figure 8.

6.6

Experimental Design Overhead

By their very nature, the architectural changes we have implemented will impact the design parameters (i.e. area, delay, power,
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Figure 7: The effect of modified FU count and scheduler redesign on the application level security of FPU adder locking.

Area
Peak Power
Runtime
Clock Rate

X86 Core
L1
D-Cache

L1
D-Cache

ARM Core
L2
Cache Cont.

DRAM
Cont.

9.1%
2.2%
-1.2%
0.0%

5.5%
1.2%
-0.1%
0.0%

4.1%
3.3%
0.7%
0.0%

4.3%
3.4%
0.7%
0.0%

Table 1: Design overhead for x86 and ARM core redesigned
with a security-aware on-chip memory architecture. Note
that these numbers include locking overhead in addition to
the overhead of any architectural redesign.

Mean Fail Rate of
PARSEC Workloads

performance) of each device. While this is not ideal, we note that
strong supply chain security guarantees are crucial to ensuring
both the IP and integrity of a device. Therefore, we argue that
strong supply chain security guarantees are a necessary component of IC design. We have aggregated the design overhead of
the proposed architectural design modifications in Tables 1 and
2. Runtime was modeled with ObfusGEM through the runtime of
PARSEC benchmarks. Processor power and area were estimated
based on GEM5 data using the McPAT modeling framework [10]
with a 32nm technology library. Note that the estimated overhead
of logic locking each module with SFLL-Fault is included within the
design overhead as well. To do so, we added the average area and
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SAT Susceptible Locking Configurations

power overhead of SFLL-Fault from [25] within the McPAT model
of any locked design component. For each experiment, we fixed
the clock rate for each architecture because scaling clock frequency
would generally be considered a severe design modification. For
this reason, no degradation was seen in the clock rate of any design.

6.7

Analysis of Security-Aware Designs

As seen in Figures 5-8, each proposed security-aware redesign
yielded locking configurations that reliably derailed processor functionality (achieved error severity) with exponentially smaller error
injection rates. The trade-off identified in [39] proves that a linear decrease in error injection rate yields a linear increase in the
SAT attack resilience of SFLL-Fault. This means that locking can
obtain exponentially stronger SAT attack resilience while still maintaining equivalent error severity in these modified architectures.
Because a secure locking configuration must achieve both error
severity and attack resilience simultaneously, this constitutes an
exponential improvement in the security of logic locking. In fact,
through the security-aware design of both the on-chip memory
Security-Aware X86 Data Path Redesign Overhead
Int. Adder
FPU Adder Locking
Locking
No Smart Sched. Smart Sched.
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4 FU
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Figure 8: The effect of modified FU count on the application
level security of integer adder locking.

Area
Peak Power
Runtime
Clock Rate

11.5%
9.2%
-0.7%
0.0%

12.3%
9.6%
-2.4%
0.0%

25.3%
20.2%
-2.5%
0.0%

12.3%
9.6%
-2.4%
0.0%

25.3%
20.2%
-2.5%
0.0%

Table 2: Design overhead for x86 and ARM core redesigned
with a security-aware data path architecture. Note that these
numbers include locking overhead in addition to the overhead of any architectural redesign.
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and data path of the IC, logic locking critically impacted PARSEC
benchmarks (achieved error severity) with error injection rates
residing outside the red-shaded SAT susceptible region. Therefore,
our security-aware design modifications enabled locking to simultaneously achieve both error severity and SAT attack resilience
in both cores. In Section 4, the same locking configurations were
unable to achieve security in each un-modified IC. Hence, each
design approach was successful in allowing a designer to achieve
supply chain security.
Despite this positive result in both cases, there are clear differences between on-chip memory hierarchy and data path redesign
for this purpose. First, we note that the strongest supply chain security was achieved through our redesign of the FPU adder. In this
case, non-zero application failure rates could be observed with error
injection rates of 2−20 in all cases. However, this increase required
a significant increase in the both the area and power consumption
of the design, with over a 20% increase in the worst case. While it
is possible that some processor designs could absorb this level of
design overhead to achieve supply chain security, this additional
overhead would likely be unfeasible in most cases. A similarly large
overhead can be seen in the integer adder redesign as well. Hence,
both evaluated data path designs induced substantial overhead.
Comparatively, the on-chip memory redesign yielded slightly
smaller security improvements, but with substantially less design
overhead. For example, our L1 D-cache redesign allowed L1 cache
controller locking to achieve error severity with an error injection
rate of 2−17 . This error injection rate resides well outside of the SAT
susceptible region. However, this design required less than a 10%
area overhead in the worst case and only a 1-2% increase in peak
power. This level of design overhead is much more manageable.
We found that the design overhead of proposed on-chip memory
modifications was much lower than data path modifications due
to the more subtle changes available to the IC designer in memory
hierarchy design. In our redesign of the data path, we relied on simply increasing the number of functional units within the device, an
extremely coarse design modification. However, the on-chip memory hierarchy had a wide array of candidate design modifications,
such as associativity, cache size, pre-fetching, or hierarchy organization. Each of these design modifications can be finely tuned
to greatly impact the environment a cache or DRAM controller
operates in. This makes each of these design changes ideal for a
supply chain security-aware design approach. For example, by enabling hardware pre-fetching and speculative execution, 2 features
already available within the hardware, we were able to increase
DRAM controller traffic by 17.1%. This increase in traffic substantially increased the utilization and diversity of minterms applied to
the locked module, exponentially improving supply chain security,
while imposing minimal area/power/performance overhead.
Therefore, it appears that the on-chip memory hierarchy serves
as a more viable candidate for logic locking. Unlike the data path, the
complexity of the on-chip memory system enabled a diverse array
of modifications capable of substantially enhancing supply chain
security. While we obviously did not explore every aspect of locking
within the on-chip memory hierarchy, our results demonstrate the
promise of a memory-focused logic locking approach.

6.8

Summary of Security-Aware Design

To conclude, our on-chip memory and data path redesign in the x86
and ARM A53 core exponentially improved application level supply
chain security. While the design overhead of the data path redesign
approach was substantial in many cases, the on-chip memory redesign exhibited a much more modest increase in design overhead.
The success of this approach supports the results of prior research
noting the on-chip memory hierarchy as an ideal locking candidate [6, 45]. However, we note that achieving security in either
of these components of an IC required some architectural tuning
in both testbed processors. This result not only demonstrates the
importance of IC architecture for supply chain security with logic
locking, but also emphasizes the importance of a security-aware
approach to architecture design.
Our security-aware approach was made possible by ObfusGEM,
which both enabled us to identify the factors limiting logic locking
and to design/evaluate changes to mitigate these factors. Therefore,
while we have shown that an ObfusGEM-driven, security-aware design approach can achieve strong application level security within
custom ICs, we also note that the presented results are just a small
slice of the security-aware designs made possible by ObfusGEM.
To this end, we have released the ObfusGEM simulator alongside
this work to enable others in the research community to identify alternative security-aware design modifications and implementation
methodologies capable of achieving the application level security
currently missing from cutting edge logic locking approaches.

7

CONCLUSION

To begin our work, we performed a design space exploration of
logic locking in 2 processors. Based on our exploration, we found
that logic locking was unable to achieve application level security
and attack resilience simultaneously. We identified input-space
non-uniformity and processor error resilience as 2 of the factors
which limited locking in these ICs. We then proposed securityaware architecture design to overcome these limitations. To facilitate security-aware design, we developed and released ObfusGEM5 ,
an open-source logic locking simulation framework to aide designers in both the design and evaluation of secure ICs. We used
ObfusGEM to perform security-aware architecture design of the
on-chip memory and data path of our 2 processor testbeds that were
insecure with prior art. Our proposed security-aware on-chip memory and data path designs were shown to exponentially improve
security. In the case of on-chip memory redesign, these exponential
improvements incurred only a modest design overhead, serving
as a viable approach to allow locking to achieve strong security
guarantees in these previously insecure devices.
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